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ABSTRACT
The purpose of this paper is 1) to analyze the potential digital manufacturing technologies and open design have to achieve a distributed economy and 2) to identify the limits and possibilities of digital manufacturing and open design in relation to the principles of Design for Sustainability applied to the clothing sector. The method used was bibliographic review. This paper emphasizes the benefits of distributed economies on attending design for sustainability principles. Then, it discusses the relation between open design and digital manufacturing with distributed economies. We argue that open design and digital manufacturing have the potential to reduce the impacts caused by the clothing sector, but we emphasize that both strategies per se do not lead to a more sustainable scenario.

RESUMO
O objetivo deste artigo é 1) analisar o potencial das tecnologias de fabricação digital e do open design para alcançar uma economia distribuída e 2) identificar os limites e as possibilidades da fabricação digital e do open design em relação aos princípios do Design para Sustentabilidade aplicados ao setor de vestuário. O método utilizado foi a revisão bibliográfica. Este artigo enfatiza os benefícios das economias distribuídas no atendimento dos princípios do Design para Sustentabilidade. Em seguida, discute a relação entre open design e fabricação digital com economias distribuídas. Argumenta-se que o open design e a fabricação digital têm o potencial de reduzir os impactos causados pelo setor de vestuário, mas enfatiza-se que ambas as estratégias, por si só, não conduzem a um cenário mais sustentável.
1. INTRODUCTION

According to several authors (e.g. FLETCHER and GROSE 2011; NIINIMÄKI and HASSI 2011; HIRSCHER 2013b; HIRSCHER and FUAD-LUKE 2013), the clothing sector currently adopts approaches to sustainability which focus on specific and limited issues, without sufficiently questioning the current production system.

Although these contributions are important to reduce impacts, it is necessary to adopt systemic solutions (SANTOS 2009; PEREZ and SANTOS 2016). It is also important to consider not only the principles of the environmental dimension of sustainability, but also those of the socio-ethical and economic dimensions, in order to adopt a holistic approach to sustainability (VEZZOLI 2010; GWILT 2014).

Clark (2008) presents an approach with the potential to promote systemic changes in the clothing sector and reduce impacts on the three sustainability dimensions: distributed economies. According to the author, this is a global-local approach that can be leveraged by the internet, which allows users, producers and designers to be directly connected, making the production system more transparent and creating opportunities for collaboration among the various actors. Two strategies for adopting this approach are open design and digital manufacturing.

The term “open design” was first used in 1999 through the establishment of the Open Design Foundation (ABEL et al. 2011; INSTITUTO FABER-LUDENS 2012). Although the origin of the open design practice is much older than that, the concept itself emerged from the open source software movement (BALKA et al. 2009; TROXLER 2011; NEVES and ROSSI 2011; INSTITUTO FABER-LUDENS 2012).

Open Design Foundation defines open design as the “design whose creators allow its free distribution and documentation, as well as modifications and derivations” (OPEN DESIGN FOUNDATION 2000; ABEL et al. 2011; INSTITUTO FABER-LUDENS 2012, p. 27, our translation). Its main objective is to allow users to be involved in the development process. For this, open design projects provide “all the necessary information for anyone to be able to manufacture an object”, which enables local and customized production (NEVES and ROSSI 2011; CABEZA et al. 2015, p. 9, our translation).

The materialization of open design products can occur through digital manufacturing technologies. The term “digital manufacturing” refers to processes that use computer controlled machines descended from the numerically controlled milling machine created in 1952 at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) (GERSHLENFELD 2012). Digital manufacturing technologies are computer numeric control (CNC) machines capable of interpreting CAD files, translating them into coordinates for the object manufacturing (NEVES 2014).

Currently, digital manufacturing technology has been exploited for personal manufacturing. This reveals its potential for local on-demand production and for product customization, combining technology with artisanal production (BALKA et al. 2009; NEVES and ROSSI 2011; TROXLER 2011; ANDERSON 2012; GERSHENFELD 2012). As Gershenfeld (2012) points out, the goal “is not to make what you can buy in stores but to make what you cannot buy”.

The aim of this article is to analyze the potential of digital manufacturing technologies and open design to achieve a distributed economy, based on parameters of the environmental, social and economic dimensions of Design for Sustainability. Through this analysis, we intend to identify the limits and possibilities of digital manufacturing and open design in relation to the principles of Design for Sustainability applied to the clothing sector.

The research method adopted was qualitative and exploratory basic research, whose delineation was the bibliographic review. We consulted books, journal articles, conference proceedings, technical reports, theses and dissertations that addressed clothing sector, design for sustainability, distributed economies, open design and/or digital manufacturing. We also carried out a systematic search on the “Portal de Periódicos da CAPES” database.

2. DISTRIBUTED ECONOMIES

2.1 The distributed economies concept

According to Vezzoli (2012, p. 41, our translation), several authors point out distributed economies as a “favorable economic model to unite the ethical-social dimensions with the environmental dimensions of sustainability”. The LEnSin project (2016, p. 5) defines distributed economies as follows:

small-scale production units (structure), at or near the point of use, where the users are the producers – whether individuals, small businesses and/or local communities. These production units could be standalone or could be connected to each other through a network to share various forms of resources (physical and/or knowledge-based ones; e.g. to share the energy surplus).
A distributed economic system differs from centralized and decentralized systems (Figure 1). The centralized system is characterized by large productive units that deliver their products through large distribution networks, usually distant from the point of use. The decentralized system is composed of small production units that deliver their goods to users (LeNSin, 2016).

The model currently adopted in the fashion industry is centralized, as it is composed of large-scale production units and large distribution networks with global reach. This model is characterized by fast fashion, which focuses on the low cost of production and strategies of constantly updating the apparel design (SALCEDO 2014; TANJI 2016). To ensure the low cost, production is large-scale and displaced from the consumption points and the regions where products are designed (RISSARDI 2015, TANJI 2016). This centralized economic model has several impacts, pointed out by Johansson et al. (2005) and Vezzoli (2012):
- transport over long distances;
- distance between consumers and producers, causing consumers to be unaware of the environmental and social impacts of production, while producers face difficulties in meeting the true needs of consumers;
- vulnerability and inflexibility to respond to a rapid demand for change;
- outsourcing to countries with low production costs;
- compromised quality to keep prices low;
- diversity limitation of regional economic activities;
- weakening of local cultural identities.

The productive system of the fast fashion model presents all these characteristics, which shows the need for distributed approaches for the clothing sector. Based on the literature review, it is possible to relate the direct benefits of this model to some of the design for sustainability principles (Table 1).

Table 01: Distributed economy contributions to sustainability

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DESIGN FOR SUSTAINABILITY PRINCIPLES</th>
<th>DISTRIBUTED ECONOMIES BENEFITS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>ENVIRONMENTAL DIMENSION</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimizing resource use</td>
<td>Reduces transport between the production sites and the point of use of the product</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Optimizing product lifespan</td>
<td>Prioritizes quality over productive efficiency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SOCIO-ETHICAL DIMENSION</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improving working conditions</td>
<td>Approaches different actors, favoring the supervision of working conditions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Increasing equity and fairness in relation to actors</td>
<td>Allows local community to have greater power over productive means</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Empowering / promoting sustainable consumption</td>
<td>Opens the processes of innovation and product development for the participation of external actors, allowing individuals to become aware of social and environmental issues.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Promoting social cohesion</td>
<td>Provides collaboration between actors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strengthening / valuing local resources</td>
<td>Uses and values local resources, both human and cultural</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ECONOMIC DIMENSION</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strengthening and valuing local material resources</td>
<td>Uses and enhances local material resources</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Valuing waste reintegration</td>
<td>Allows the use of local waste</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Respecting and valuing local culture</td>
<td>Promotes diversity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Promoting network organization</td>
<td>Allows local productive units to network with each other</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Promoting local economy</td>
<td>Promotes local small-scale production</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Being competitive</td>
<td>Allows greater flexibility to respond to a rapid demand for change</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Distributed Production of products (DP) and Distributed Design (DD), which are discussed below.

2.2 Distributed design and distributed production

The LeNSin project (2016, p. 8) defines a distributed design system as “an open design project where small-scale design units (e.g. one person/computer), whether individuals, small businesses and/or local communities, are connected with others”. According to the project, open innovation, crowd-design and open design approaches are related to distributed design.

There is no consensus about the relationship between open design, open innovation and crowd-design (ESTELLES-AROLAS and GONZÁLEZ-LADRÓN-DE-GUEVARA 2012). In this work, crowd-design is considered as an open innovation modality, more specifically distributed co-creation, based on Avital (2011), Bauwens et al. (2012), Trentini et al. (2012), Mesacasa, Kistmann and Schmid (2015). Crowd-design may or may not be related to open design.

The central idea of distributed design is that a number of networked actors can participate in the product development process. This connection is driven by the development and popularization of the internet and communication technologies, which allows the rapid sharing of ideas and design blueprints (TROXLER 2011; MENICHINELLI 2016).

From the perspective of open design, Kostakis et al. (2015, 2016) propose the concept of “design global, manufacture local”, which refers to processes in which design is developed globally, through sharing and improving ideas and design blueprints, while the manufacturing processes occur locally.

Open design, therefore, is a distributed design approach that can favor distributed production. Avital (2011) reinforces this. According to him, the users, geographically distributed, are the main actors, because they engage in manufacturing of open design artifacts.

A distributed production system is defined by the LeNSin project (2016, p. 7) as follows: “small-scale production units, at or near the point of use, where the users are the producers – whether individuals, small businesses and/or a local community.”

According to Kohtala (2015), distributed production represents a change in consumption and production patterns. In this approach, users have a greater ability to affect what is produced, either through personalization or through personal manufacturing (KOHTALA 2015; RAUCH et al. 2016).

One of the distributed production characteristics most emphasized by researchers is the possibility for the user to personalize the products by digital means and to influence what is produced, characteristics that indicate an approximation between distributed production and co-creation (Ibidem). Therefore, open design is an approach that can be related to both distributed design and production.

One approach to distributed production is the use of digital manufacturing technologies, which facilitate on-demand production (KOSTAKIS et al. 2015, 2016; RAUCH et al. 2016). It is understood that open design and digital manufacturing technologies are strategies that can complement each other when open design blueprints are used to materialize artifacts through digital manufacturing in a distributed production context (NEVES and ROSSI 2011; CABEZA et al. 2014, 2015). Figure 2 summarizes the relationship proposed by this paper between open design and other approaches of distributed design and between open design and distributed production, with emphasis on digital manufacturing strategies.

Figure 02 - Relationship between open design and digital manufacturing with DD and DP

The goal of design blueprints sharing, in open design, is the artifact production, which occurs locally in a distributed way, feature that can be enhanced by the use of digital manufacturing technologies (BALKA et al. 2009; AVITAL 2011, BAUWENS et al., 2012; INSTITUTO FABER-LUDENS 2012). As Gershenfeld (2012) reinforces, it is the ability to globally distribute digital project files and then manufacture products locally, on demand, using digital manufacturing technologies, that brings revolutionary implications for the industry.

3. OPEN DESIGN IMPLICATIONS FOR SUSTAINABILITY

A question pointed by most of the consulted authors (e.g. NIINIMÄKI and HASSI 2011; INSTITUTO FABER-LUDENS...
for sustainability principles. It is relevant especially for the clothing sector, whose production system is centralized and presents several social and environmental impacts.

Some authors (e.g., Niinimäki and Hassi 2011; Kohtala 2015; Strien and Pont, 2016) also argue that adopting a modular design approach, together with open design, contributes to the extension of the product life cycle because it facilitates their disassembly, allowing parts to be changed when worn or when the user wants to modify the clothing.

However, there is no way to be sure whether open design actually extends the product life cycle and consequently reduces consumption (Niinimäki and Hassi 2011; Kohtala 2015). If the user does not have good experience with the development process, if there is a failure in the clothing production or if the process is very complicated, there is a possibility that the effect is the opposite and the product will have a reduced life cycle (Hirscher 2013).

If, in fact, open design provides emotional connection between users and their products, this may actually have side effects. This may compromise the adoption of intensified product use strategies such as sharing and reuse (Kohtala 2015).

Another issue is the possibility of an unsustainable proliferation of artifacts due to the democratization of design and production processes (Richardson 2015). Open design, therefore, does not imply in itself a decrease in environmental impact. Therefore, it is necessary to consider the design for sustainability principles from the planning of an open design project, in order to help users to behave more sustainably (Niinimäki and Hassi 2011; Thackara 2011; Richardson 2015).

Regarding this last point, it is important to consider that, if the garment is manufactured by the users themselves, they will have control over this stage and its impacts, which include the selection of materials, cutting and reuse of waste. To assist the user, one can plan the product and its instructions in order to reduce possible impacts and guide the user in the decision-making process.

Although some issues need attention, open design as a distributed economy strategy can present the same benefits to sustainability of this approach. Furthermore, as the design process is documented and disseminated, as well as design blueprints, open design also enables more sustainable solutions to be improved or replicated by others, increasing their potential for impact mitigation (Kostakis et al. 2015).

4. DIGITAL MANUFACTURING IMPLICATIONS FOR SUSTAINABILITY

Digital manufacturing technologies allow an on-demand production, eliminating possible leftover stock (Niinimäki and Hassi 2011; Strien and Pont 2016). Anderson (2012) emphasizes that with these technologies, it is possible to produce single products or small lots without being overtaxed for exclusivity, since there is no need to re-adjust the manufacturing structure for this product. On the other hand, mass production is still favored by traditional technologies, which allow economies of scale (Anderson 2012; Barros and Silveira 2015).

However, some issues should be considered with regard to sustainability. Kohtala (2015) points out that personal production may lead to individuals becoming increasingly exposed to materials and processes whose toxicity is not yet known. She also points out that the production of new types of artifacts may compromise their suitability to current recycling systems.

Kohtala and Hyysalo (2015) add that sustainability is not a goal in itself in makerspaces. According to the authors, the most considered aspects currently are repair, reduction, reuse and recycling of materials, power supply, electricity consumption and more sustainable materials.

Users’ commitment to sustainability, therefore, is a fundamental issue. Technological approaches have limited effectiveness to reducing impacts, as they need to be accompanied by behavioral changes to ensure the long-term sustainability of new technologies (Richardson 2015).

Neves (2014, p. 49, our translation) emphasizes that digital manufacturing technologies can not be perceived as an end in itself. Their greatest potential is the creativity that is allowed to emerge. According to the author, “machines, when isolated, will continue to produce copies of what is already done in today’s industry.” It is therefore necessary to value the individuals behind the digital manufacturing and their use of it.

CONCLUSION

Distributed economies are an approach able to attain design for sustainability principles. It is relevant especially for the clothing sector, whose production system is centralized and presents several social and environmental impacts.

Open design and digital manufacturing, as argued in this paper, are distributed economy strategies related to
distributed design and production that can be adopted by the clothing sector. They have the potential to reduce the impacts caused by this sector, but both strategies in themselves do not lead to a more sustainable scenario, since they can lead to rebound effect or have impacts not yet considered.

Therefore, it is necessary to consider and employ the design for sustainability principles from the beginning of an open design and digital manufacturing project, in order to explore all their potential to achieve environmental, socio-ethical and economic sustainability.

For future works, it will be of particular interest a practical research with the application of open design and digital manufacturing technologies to clothing development. This kind of research would be important to explore how to address design for sustainability principles into open design and digital manufacturing clothing projects.
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